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Abraham Lincoln Caroline Gilpin 2012 An introduction to the 16th
president's life and legacy includes discussions of his Civil War
leadership and historic decision to abolish slavery, in a leveled reader
that presents difficult historical concepts in an accessible manner to
developing readers and provides engaging sidebars, timetables, fun facts
and diagrams to keep them engaged. Simultaneous.
Barack Obama Caroline Crosson Gilpin 2014-09-19 What biography
series is complete without a title on the current U.S. President: Barack
Obama? The election of an African American president was truly a
monumental day in American history. His legacy will live on as a barrierbreaker and a pioneer. L
George Washington's Rules to Live by George Washington 2014 A giftappropriate, modernized adaptation of more than 100 maxims according
to which the first president conducted his life shares insight into
Washington's beliefs and the historical events of his time, in a
lighthearted etiquette primer complemented by whimsical caricature
illustrations.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Kitson Jazynka 2012 Introduces the life and
legacy of civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Of Thee I Sing Barack Obama 2010-11-16 Barack Obama delivers a
tender, beautiful letter to his daughters in this powerful picture book
illustrated by award-winner Loren Long that's made to be treasured! In
this poignant letter to his daughters, Barack Obama has written a
moving tribute to thirteen groundbreaking Americans and the ideals that
have shaped our nation. From the artistry of Georgia O'Keeffe, to the
courage of Jackie Robinson, to the patriotism of George Washington,
Obama sees the traits of these heroes within his own children, and within
all of America’s children. Breathtaking, evocative illustrations by awardwinning artist Loren Long at once capture the personalities and
achievements of these great Americans and the innocence and promise
of childhood. This beautiful book celebrates the characteristics that unite
all Americans, from our nation’s founders to generations to come. It is
about the potential within each of us to pursue our dreams and forge our
own paths. It is a treasure to cherish with your family forever.
It's What I Do Lynsey Addario 2015-02-05 "A brutally real and
unrelentingly raw memoir."--Kirkus (starred review) War photographer
Lynsey Addario’s memoir It’s What I Do is the story of how the relentless
pursuit of truth, in virtually every major theater of war in the twenty-first
century, has shaped her life. What she does, with clarity, beauty, and
candor, is to document, often in their most extreme moments, the
complex lives of others. It’s her work, but it’s much more than that: it’s
her singular calling. Lynsey Addario was just finding her way as a young
photographer when September 11 changed the world. One of the few
photojournalists with experience in Afghanistan, she gets the call to
return and cover the American invasion. She makes a decision she would
often find herself making—not to stay home, not to lead a quiet or
predictable life, but to set out across the world, face the chaos of crisis,
and make a name for herself. Addario finds a way to travel with a
purpose. She photographs the Afghan people before and after the
Taliban reign, the civilian casualties and misunderstood insurgents of the
Iraq War, as well as the burned villages and countless dead in Darfur.
She exposes a culture of violence against women in the Congo and tells
the riveting story of her headline-making kidnapping by pro-Qaddafi
forces in the Libyan civil war. Addario takes bravery for granted but she
is not fearless. She uses her fear and it creates empathy; it is that
feeling, that empathy, that is essential to her work. We see this clearly on
display as she interviews rape victims in the Congo, or photographs a
fallen soldier with whom she had been embedded in Iraq, or documents
the tragic lives of starving Somali children. Lynsey takes us there and we
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begin to understand how getting to the hard truth trumps fear. As a
woman photojournalist determined to be taken as seriously as her male
peers, Addario fights her way into a boys’ club of a profession. Rather
than choose between her personal life and her career, Addario learns to
strike a necessary balance. In the man who will become her husband, she
finds at last a real love to complement her work, not take away from it,
and as a new mother, she gains an all the more intensely personal
understanding of the fragility of life. Watching uprisings unfold and
people fight to the death for their freedom, Addario understands she is
documenting not only news but also the fate of society. It’s What I Do is
more than just a snapshot of life on the front lines; it is witness to the
human cost of war.
Amelia Earhart Caroline Gilpin 2013 Describes the life and legacy of
the air pilot who disappeared over the Pacific Ocean in 1937 while on a
flight around the world.
The Wanted Heather E. Schwartz 2013-11-01 You may know that The
Wanted is one of today's hottest British boy bands. But did you know that
the group: ? didn't know one another at all until they auditioned for The
Wanted back in 2009? ? is sometimes called a lad band in their home
continent of Europe? ? has had crazed fans lick the windshield of their
car?dead flies and all? Want to know more about the lives of these five
talented guys? Read on to learn all about their childhoods, rise to fame,
musical influences, personalities, adventures on and off the stage, and
more.
National Geographic Readers: Abraham Lincoln Caroline Crosson Gilpin
2012-12-26 The most effective method used to influence children to read
is to incorporate the information that interests them the most. National
Geographic Readers are educational, high-interest, and comprehensive
for children. In this title, readers will learn about the fascinating life and
legacy of our 16th President of the United States, Abraham Lincoln and
his historic decision to abolish slavery. Readers will also learn why this
decision impacted the United States, as well as the extent of Lincoln's
impact as a fearless leader of the Civil War. In this level two biography,
difficult concepts are made understandable and transitioned into a more
approachable manner. This includes the use of sidebars, timetables,
diagrams and fun facts to hold the interest of the young reader. The
colorful design and educational illustrations round out this text as an
exemplary book for their young minds to explore. National Geographic
supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
After the Civil War James Robertson 2015-10-27 Returning to the
turbulent days of a nation divided, best-selling author and acclaimed
historian James Robertson explores 70 fascinating figures who shaped
America during Reconstruction and beyond. Relentless politicians,
intrepid fighters, cunning innovators—the times called for bold moves,
and this resilient generation would not disappoint. From William
Tecumseh Sherman, a fierce leader who would revolutionize modern
warfare, to Thomas Nast, whose undefeatable weapon was his stirring
cartoons, these are the people who weathered the turmoil to see a nation
reborn. Following these extraordinary legends from the battle lines to
the White House, from budding metropolises to the wooly west, we rediscover the foundation of this great country.
The Next Everest Jim Davidson 2021-04-20 A dramatic account of the
deadly avalanche on Everest—and a return to reach the summit. On April
25, 2015, Jim Davidson was climbing Mount Everest when a 7.8magnitude earthquake released avalanches all around him and his team,
destroying their only escape route and trapping them at nearly 20,000
feet. It was the largest earthquake in Nepal in eighty-one years and killed
nearly 8,900 people. That day also became the deadliest in the history of
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Everest, with eighteen people losing their lives on the mountain. After
spending two unsettling days stranded on Everest, Davidson's team was
rescued by helicopter. The experience left him shaken, and despite his
thirty-three years of climbing and serving as an expedition leader, he
wasn’t sure that he would ever go back. But in the face of risk and
uncertainty, he returned in 2017 and finally achieved his dream of
reaching the summit. Suspenseful and engrossing, The Next Everest
portrays the experience of living through the biggest disaster to ever hit
the mountain. Davidson's background in geology and environmental
science makes him uniquely qualified to explain why the seismic threats
lurking beneath Nepal are even greater today. But this story is not about
“conquering” the world’s highest peak. Instead, it reveals how embracing
change, challenge, and uncertainty prepares anyone to face their next
“Everest” in life.
Alexander Hamilton Libby Romero 2018 Profiles the life and work of a
founding father, from his rivalry with Thomas Jefferson to his portrayal
on Broadway.
The Wacky Discoveries of George Washington Carver Karen Cloptondunson 2011-04-03 When George Washington Carver is confronted by
angry farmers, he sets out to find a solution for their ever-growing
peanut problem. But the stroll to the field takes an unexpected twist
when George Washington Carver stumbles upon a bunch of lively
peanuts. How will George Washington Carver solve the peanut dilemma?
National Geographic Kids Readers: Alexander Hamilton (L3) Libby
Romero 2018-01-16 Fans of American history and the hit Broadway play
are sure to enjoy the true story of Founding Father Alexander Hamilton
in this Level 3 biographical Reader from National Geographic Kids.
Learn all about the revolutionary life of one of America's most popular
historic figures. Level 3 text provides accessible yet wide-ranging
information for fluent readers. The expert-vetted text, brilliant photos,
and fun approach to reading are a winning formula with kids, parents,
and educators.
National Geographic Readers: Alexander Graham Bell Barbara Kramer
2015-01-06 Say hello to the inventor of the telephone—and so much
more! Through leveled text and engaging photos, kids meet Alexander
Graham Bell and learn about his important invention as well as his role
in the founding of the National Geographic Society. This level 2 text
provides easy-to-access information perfect for independent readers.
From the Trade Paperback edition.
National Geographic Readers: Martin Luther King, Jr. Kitson Jazynka
2012-12-26 The most effective method used to influence children to read
is to incorporate the information that interests them the most. National
Geographic Readers are educational, high-interest, and comprehensive
for children. In this title, readers will learn about the fascinating life and
legacy civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. In this level three
biography, difficult concepts are made understandable and transitioned
into a more approachable manner. This includes the use of sidebars,
timetables, diagrams and fun facts to hold the interest of the young
reader. The colorful design and educational illustrations round out this
text as an exemplary book for their young minds to explore. National
Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources.
Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
National Geographic Readers: Barack Obama Caroline Crosson Gilpin
2014-08-05 What biography series is complete without a title on the
current U.S. President: Barack Obama? The election of an African
American president was truly a monumental day in American history. His
legacy will live on as a barrier-breaker and a pioneer. Learn all about our
44th President in this fascinating leveled reader.
National Geographic Readers: George Washington Caroline Crosson
Gilpin 2014-01-07 Learn all about George Washington, one of the most
important figures in American history, in this colorful, inviting, and
entertaining biography. This carefully leveled reader is written in an
easy-to-grasp style to encourage the historians of tomorrow! National
Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources.
Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Alexander Hamilton Susanna Keller 2017-12-15 Although Alexander
Hamilton recently recaptured the spotlight as the subject of a hit
Broadway show, his role as one of the first and foremost interpreters of
the U.S. Constitution means that his importance was never in doubt. This
biography introduces readers to the exciting life, and dramatic death, of
the man whose accomplishments include (though are hardly limited to)
working as Washington's aide during the American Revolution, writing
the majority of the Federalist Papers, serving as the first Secretary of the
Treasury, and influencing the establishment of the two-party political
system. Sidebars highlight key vocabulary terms or offer informative
national-geographic-readers-george-washington-readers-bios

quick facts, which is a great resource for report-writing.
Bella Thorne Nadia Higgins 2013-11-01 You probably know Bella
Thorne as the dynamic, multitalented CeCe Jones on the TV show Shake
It Up. But did you know that she: ? is real-life BFFs with her costar,
Zendaya? ? had no dancing experience before her audition for Shake It
Up? ? speaks out against bullying and volunteers at soup kitchens and
animal humane societies in her spare time? Want to know more about
the life of this awesome celeb? Read on to learn all about Bella's family,
love life, passion for animals, future plans, up-and-coming album, and
more!
Helen Keller Kitson Jazynka 2017 Describes the life of the celebrated
author and activist for people with disabilities, chronicling her
achievements and the challenges she faced along the way.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Rachel Rose 2020-08 Representative
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is the youngest woman to ever serve in the
United States Congress. Explore how this changemaker made a name for
herself on her way to Capitol Hill.
George Washington Caroline Crosson Gilpin 2014 Chronicles the life of
the first U.S. president, who was a commander of the American forces
during the American Revolution.
George Washington Carver Kitson Jazynka 2016 ."..Through leveled text
and engaging photos, kids meet George Washington Carver and learn
about his important work with peanuts and other plants."--Provided by
publisher.
James Monroe Tim McGrath 2020-05-05 The extraordinary life of James
Monroe: soldier, senator, diplomat, and the last Founding Father to hold
the presidency, a man who helped transform thirteen colonies into a
vibrant and mighty republic. “A first-rate account of a remarkable life.”
—Jon Meacham, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Soul of America
Monroe lived a life defined by revolutions. From the battlefields of the
War for Independence, to his ambassadorship in Paris in the days of the
guillotine, to his own role in the creation of Congress's partisan divide,
he was a man who embodied the restless spirit of the age. He was never
one to back down from a fight, whether it be with Alexander Hamilton,
with whom he nearly engaged in a duel (prevented, ironically, by Aaron
Burr), or George Washington, his hero turned political opponent. This
magnificent new biography vividly recreates the epic sweep of Monroe’s
life: his near-death wounding at Trenton and a brutal winter at Valley
Forge; his pivotal negotiations with France over the Louisiana Purchase;
his deep, complex friendships with Thomas Jefferson and James Madison;
his valiant leadership when the British ransacked the nation’s capital and
burned down the Executive Mansion; and Monroe’s lifelong struggle to
reckon with his own complicity in slavery. Elected the fifth president of
the United States in 1816, this fiercest of partisans sought to bridge
divisions and sow unity, calming turbulent political seas and inheriting
Washington's mantle of placing country above party. Over his two terms,
Monroe transformed the nation, strengthening American power both at
home and abroad. Critically acclaimed author Tim McGrath has
consulted an extensive array of primary sources, many rarely seen since
Monroe's own time, to conjure up this fascinating portrait of an essential
American statesman and president.
Florence Griffith Joyner Emma E. Haldy 2016-08-01 The My Itty-Bitty Bio
series are biographies for the earliest readers. This book examines the
life of Florence Griffith Joyner in a simple, age-appropriate way that will
help children develop word recognition and reading skills. Includes a
timeline and other informative backmatter.
Carla Hayden: Librarian of Congress Kate Moening 2020-08-01 A true
symbol of progress, Carla Hayden is both the first African American and
the first woman to become Librarian of Congress! This title uses leveled
text to show how Carla turned her love of reading into a successful and
respected career. Fun features such as quotes, a hometown map, and
more illustrate Carla’s leadership!
National Geographic Readers: Walt Disney (L3) Barbara Kramer
2017-12-05 Fans of Disneyland, Disney World, and all things Disney are
sure to enjoy learning all about the fascinating founder, Walt Disney.
This new biographic reader reveals the interesting, enchanting life of one
of the world's most beloved storytellers and entrepreneurs. Level 3 text
provides accessible yet wide-ranging information for fluent readers.
National Geographic Readers: Frederick Douglass (Level 2)
Barbara Kramer 2017-01-17 Discover the world of one of America's most
celebrated abolitionists, writers, and orators in this inspirational
biography of Frederick Douglass. Kids will learn about his life,
achievements, and the challenges he faced along the way. The Level 2
text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for independent
readers. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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National Geographic Readers: Harriet Tubman (L2) Barbara
Kramer 2019-12-24 Find out about the life of Harriet Tubman and how
her brave actions working to "conduct" the Underground Railroad helped
the Union Army in the Civil War lead more than 700 slaves to freedom.
Learn about Harriet Tubman's life, achievements, and the challenges she
faced along the way. The Level 2 text provides accessible, yet wideranging information for independent readers. National Geographic
Readers have been a hit in the competitive beginning reader category,
and this book builds on that success with the same careful text, brilliant
photographs, and fun approach to high-interest biographies of
fascinating people such as Harriet Tubman, has proved to be a winning
formula with kids.
Who Was George Washington Carver? Jim Gigliotti 2015-12-29 Born
in 1860s Missouri, nobody expected George Washington Carver to
succeed. Slaves were not allowed to be educated. After the Civil War,
Carver enrolled in classes and proved to be a star student. He became
the first black student at Iowa State Agricultural College and later its
first black professor. He went on to the Tuskegee Institute where he
specialized in botany (the study of plants) and developed techniques to
grow crops better. His work with vegetables, especially peanuts, made
him famous and changed agriculture forever. He went on to develop
nearly 100 household products and over 100 recipes using peanuts.
Ava DuVernay: Movie Director Kate Moening 2020-08-01 Ava
DuVernay is an award-winning director! This impressive woman
surpassed critics and found success in the movie business. This engaging
title incorporates factual text, a profile, timeline and more that highlight
Ava’s powerful presence in the film industry!
National Geographic Readers: George Washington Carver Kitson
Jazynka 2016-01-12 Take a bite into the fascinating history of peanut
butter and the man who invented it. Through leveled text and engaging
photos, kids meet George Washington Carver and learn about his
important work with peanuts and other plants. This level 1 reader is
carefully leveled for an early independent reading or read aloud
experience, perfect to encourage the scientists and explorers of
tomorrow!
Frederick Douglass Barbara Kramer 2017 Discover the world of one of
America's most celebrated abolitionists, writers, and orators in this
inspirational biography of Frederick Douglass. Kids will learn about his
life, achievements, and the challenges he faced along the way. The Level
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2 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for independent
readers.
National Geographic Readers: Susan B. Anthony (L1/Co-Reader)
Kitson Jazynka 2019-12-17 Meet one of the most important figures in
women's and U.S. history. Just in time for the 100th anniversary of the
19th amendment giving U.S. women the right to vote, learn about Susan
B. Anthony's remarkable life, from her childhood to her groundbreaking
work. National Geographic Kids Readers have been a hit in the beginning
reader category, and this book builds upon that success with a new
approach--parents and children reading together. With the same
combination of careful text, brilliant photographs, and fun approach to
high-interest subjects that has proved to be a winning formula with kids,
National Geographic Co-readers provide one page of adult read-aloud
and one page of kid read-aloud text on each spread, building toward a
collaborative reading experience.
National Geographic Readers: Rosa Parks Kitson Jazynka 2015-08-04
Find out about the life of Rosa Parks and how her actions in
Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955 helped end racial segregation in
America. This book follows the same standards as other National
Geographic Readers with the same careful text, brilliant photographs,
and fun approach that kids love. The life story of Rosa Parks has
enduring lessons to teach us and this biography should appeal to kids,
parents, and teachers.
Rosa Parks Kitson Jazynka 2018-09
Emma Watson Petrice Custance 2018-03-15 Bursting onto the world
stage at the age of 11 as Hermione Granger in the film version of Harry
Potter, Emma Watson has since become an acclaimed actress, voice for
social change, and style icon. This intriguing book follows her rise to
fame, navigating from child star in England to grown-up acting roles, and
using her widespread influence to work as an activist for gender equality
around the world.
National Geographic Readers: Mother Teresa (L1) Barbara Kramer
2019 "Biography of Mother Teresa, presented for children who are
learning to read"-National Geographic Readers: Sacagawea Kitson Jazynka 2015-01-06
Explore one of the most recognized figures in American history with this
biography of Sacagawea. Kids will learn about her crucial role in the
Lewis and Clark expedition and her influential legacy. The level 3 text
provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for independent
readers.
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